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PURPOSE. Basal laminar deposit (BLamD) is a consistent finding in age-related macu-
lar degeneration (AMD). We quantified BLamD thickness, appearance, and topogra-
phy in eyes of aged donors with and without AMD and evaluated its relationship to
other components of the retinal pigment epithelium-basal lamina/Bruch’s membrane
(RPE-BL-BrM) complex.

METHODS. Donor eyes (n = 132) were classified as normal (n = 54), early to interme-
diate AMD (n = 24), geographic atrophy (GA; n = 13), and neovascular AMD (NV; n
= 41). In high-resolution histology, we assessed RPE, BLamD, and BrM thicknesses and
phenotypes at 3309 predefined locations in the central (foveal and perifovea) and supe-
rior (perifoveal) sections. Pre-mortem optical coherence tomography (OCT) imaging of a
90-year-old woman was compared to postmortem histopathology.

RESULTS. In non-atrophic areas of AMD eyes, the RPE-BLamD is thick (normal = 13.7 μm,
early-intermediate = 16.8 μm, GA = 17.4 μm, NV = 18.7 μm), because the BLamD is thick
(normal = 0.3 μm, early-intermediate = 5.5 μm, GA = 4.1 μm, NV = 5.3 μm). RPE layer
thickness is similar across these stages. Disease-associated variants of BLamD (thick, late,
basal mounds) cluster subfoveally. A thick BLamD is visible on OCT as a hyporeflective
split in the RPE-BL-BrM complex. BrM is thin (3.5 μm) in NV (normal = 4.2 μm, early to
intermediate = 4.4 μm, and GA = 4.2 μm).

CONCLUSIONS. The RPE-BL-BrM complex is thick in AMD, driven by the accumulation and
expansion of BLamD rather than expansion of either three-layer BrM, RPE-BL, or RPE.
BLamD is clinically appreciable by OCT in some patients as a non-neovascular “split RPE-
BL-BrM complex” or “double-layer sign.” BLamD may contribute toward the formation
and progression of high-risk drusen yet also exhibit protective properties.

Keywords: basal laminar deposit, basal laminar deposit (BLamD), age-related macular
degeneration (AMD), age-related macular degeneration, histopathology, histology, retinal
pigment epithelium, Bruch’s membrane, basal linear deposit, drusen, optical coherence
tomography (OCT), segmentation, neovascularization

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is the
fourth largest cause of vision loss globally1 as a

consequence of macular neovascularization (MNV) and
macular atrophy (MA) in its advanced forms. Although
intravitreal injections of antivascular endothelial growth
factor agents are the current standard of care for treating
MNV,2 some treated eyes ultimately lose central vision due

to atrophy of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) and
photoreceptors. Further, aside from nutritional supplements
for a subset of patients,3 there is no proven treatment for
non-neovascular AMD or its advanced stage of geographic
atrophy (GA).

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) has become the
primary imaging modality used in the evaluation and
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FIGURE 1. The layers of age-related macular degeneration include basal laminar deposit. The RPE as an epithelium rests on a basal lamina
of extracellular matrix (at left).4 BLamD is a stereotypically thickened extracellular matrix (green, in middle and right) between the RPE
plasma membrane and this basal lamina. BLamD either replaces or incorporates the RPE basal infoldings, shown as pleats at the bottom of
the RPE cell body at the left). The trilaminar Bruch’s membrane (BrM)5,15,34,96 consists of the inner collagenous layer (ICL), elastic layer
(EL), and outer collagenous layer (OCL). Between the RPE basal lamina (or BLamD) and inner collagenous layer of Bruch’s membrane
(subRPE-BL space) accumulate soft drusen material (lipoprotein-related debris or “membranous debris”)15 and in some eyes type 1 MNV,
of choroidal origin (double headed arrow). Soft druse material is found also in basal linear deposits (BLinD) and in basal mounds within
BLamD.17 BLinD may be continuous with, yet distinct from drusen, which are dome-shaped. The schematic bar at the left shows the third and
fourth outer retinal reflective bands of currently available commercial optical coherence tomography4 (OCT) with our interpretation based
on recent mapping of RPE organelles97,98 and supported by adaptive optics assisted OCT.99,100 The third band, interdigitation zone (IZ),
corresponds to interleaved photoreceptor outer segments and RPE apical processes with their notable content of melanosomes. Compo-
nents of the fourth band include the RPE cell body, RPE basal infoldings, RPE-BL, BLamD if present, contents of sub-RPE-BL space if
present, and ICL-EL-OCL of BrM. The apical 3/4 of the RPE cell body contains approximately 700 reflective lipofuscin and melanolipofuscin
granules with some melanosomes and a similar number of reflective mitochondria in basolateral 3/4 (middle half has all organelles). The
unnamed hyporeflective band between IZ and RPE-BL-BrM band are currently thought to be a zone of apical processes where they depart
from the cell body and lack melanosomes.98 An attribution to a layer of phagosomes within the RPE cell body based on selective stains
was not supported by comprehensive electron microscopy.101 OS, outer segments of photoreceptors; RPE, retinal pigment epithelium; M,
melanosome; ML, melanolipofuscin; Mt, mitochondria; RPE-BL, RPE basal lamina; BLamD, basal laminar deposit; BLinD, basal linear deposit;
ChC, choriocapillaris; ChC-BL, ChC basal lamina.

management of all forms of AMD. OCT reveals the three-
dimensional microstructure of both MNV precursors and
outer retinal features leading to MA. The fourth outer reti-
nal hyper-reflective band seen with commercially available
spectral domain and swept source OCT devices is called
the RPE-Bruch’s membrane (BrM) complex in consensus
nomenclature.4 Because this band includes RPE cell bodies
+ basal lamina of the RPE (RPE-BL) + the remaining layers
of BrM (Fig. 1), we use the term RPE-BL-BrM complex. Like
others,5,6 we have found that AMD is best understood when
BrM is defined by its middle three layers, rather than all five
layers. This definition allows a separate role in AMD progres-
sion for the RPE-BL.

RPE adherence to an underlying BL is typical of all
epithelial cells. Basal laminae are the main element of base-
ment membranes, which separate epithelial cells from an
underlying stroma (i.e. BrM) and provide an enzymatic
substrate for anti-angiogenesis, cell-signaling, and inflamma-
tion.7–9 RPE-BL expresses specialized collagen IV isoforms
like kidneys.10 In AMD, a stereotypic deposition of basement
membrane material called basal laminar deposit (BLamD)
accumulates internal to the RPE-BL, either replacing or
incorporating the RPE basal infoldings (see Fig. 1). BLamD
shares features with basement membranes. It tightly binds
the RPE, stains for carbohydrates, and contains basement
membrane proteins like laminins, fibronectin, plus wide-
spaced type VI collagen. This matrix also contains epider-
mal growth factor-containing fibulin-like extracellular matrix
protein 1 (EFEMP1), matrix metalloproteinase 7 (MMP7),

tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase 3 (TIMP3), complement
factors, and glycoproteins.11–14

The presence and abundance of histologic BLamD under
the fovea was used to define AMD presence and sever-
ity by S.H. Sarks. By electron microscopy, she definitively
separated BLamD from soft drusen material (see Fig. 1).15

Inconsistent early nomenclature for two deposits (Table 1),
basal laminar and basal linear (BLinD, soft druse material;
see Fig. 1), was resolved by W.R. Green, who retained the
two names,16 as do we. In surveying 107 clinically docu-
mented AMD eyes, S.H. and J.P. Sarks showed that thick
BLamD, often with a late-appearing scalloped morphology,
was accompanied by poor visual acuity and RPE dysmor-
phia.17 In addition, the presence of BLamD was a prerequi-
site for the appearance of soft drusen material, in any form,
including basal mounds (BMounds) within its substance (see
Fig. 1).

To inform OCT interpretation of the RPE-BL-BrM complex
and refine models of AMD pathogenesis, we herein survey
BLamD phenotypes and thicknesses in normal aged eyes
and eyes with early to intermediate and advanced AMD. The
Project MACULA online histopathology resource provides
macula-wide submicrometer epoxy sections to accurately
delineate BLamD from BLinD and BrM over a larger sample
area than that studied by the Sarks. We preserve retinal
topography, because recent evidence indicates that two
major risk factors for progression, soft drusen, and subreti-
nal drusenoid deposits, follow the topography of cone and
rod photoreceptors, respectively.18 In an eye with clinical
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TABLE 1. Evolution of the Nomenclature for Basal Laminar Deposit (BLamD) and Basal Linear Deposit (BLinD)*

Gass102 Sarks37 Feeney-Burns44

Sarks103Green16

Van der
Schaft39Curcio48 **Curcio45,54 Curcio18,104

Internal to
RPE-BL

Eosinophilic granular
deposits

Basal linear
deposit

Secretory deposit Basal laminar
deposit

Basal
deposits

Basal laminar
deposit

External to
RPE-BL

Drusen Drusen Linear basal deposit
and soft drusen

Basal linear deposit
and drusen

Basal
deposits

Basal linear deposit
and drusen

* The term basal laminar drusen105 has been superseded by cuticular drusen, which are identical to hard drusen by histopathology.106

RPE-BL, retinal pigment epithelium basal lamina.
The term basal deposits should be avoided as a shorthand term for all the layers between the RPE plasma membrane and the inner

collagenous layer of Bruch’s membrane if transmission electron microscopy or high-resolution light microscopy views of epoxy-embedded
tissue48 are available. A more appropriate term is sub-RPE deposits.

imaging acquired before patient death, we investigate
whether BLamD can be visualized with commercial OCT
devices as a hyporeflective spitting of the RPE-BL-BrM
complex, sometimes called the “double layer sign.” Because
15% of eyes with early to intermediate AMD have nonex-
udative type 1 MNV,19 distinguishing a double layer sign
due to thick BLamD from MNV in vivo may ultimately assist
management decisions. We confirm BLamD expansion as a
major change to the RPE-BL-BrM complex in early AMD and
the importance of thick BLamD as a risk factor for disease
progression, especially in the central macula.

METHODS

Compliance

The institutional review board at the University of Alabama
at Birmingham approved this study. All procedures adhered
to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act.

Overview of Design Choices for Project MACULA

Project MACULA (https://projectmacula.org/) is an online
digital microscope with high-resolution histology and anno-
tated layer thickness of human donor eyes with and with-
out AMD. A premise behind its creation was that accurate
depiction and quantification of cell and tissue features in
histology could leverage longitudinally tracked OCT in clin-
ical trial image datasets and practices with long-standing
OCT usage to generate a cellular-level timeline of disease.
A timeline can refine models of pathogenesis and therapeu-
tic strategies and is uniquely possible in precisely layered
retina. Another premise is that prominent pathology in the
RPE-BL-BrM complex is related to the physiology of cells in
the overlying retina.

Our methods were driven by the requirements of validat-
ing OCT imaging of the RPE-BL-BrM complex. Reflectivity
is largely generated via Mie scattering from aqueous-lipid
interfaces, such as organelles. We sought subcellular resolu-
tion and comprehensive histology of tissue elements in all
chorioretinal layers. We used an electron microscopy prepa-
ration (i.e. osmium tannic acid paraphenylenediamine post-
fixation and epoxy-resin-embedded submicrometer sections
viewed and scanned with oil-immersion light microscopic
objectives to expand sample size). This post-fixation method
stains lipids well and imparts polychromasia to toluidine
blue stained sections (compare to reference 20). Whole slide

scanning allowed seamless multiscale viewing between low
magnification for context and high magnification for details.

Our approach can be compared to paraffin sections and
cryo-sections (5 and 10–20 μm thick, respectively). These
are excellent for molecular characterization via immuno-
histochemistry but have lower spatial resolution and may
mislead if sections are not strictly orthogonal to BrM due
to projection imaging of tilted layers. Our approach also
can be compared with fluorescence microscopy for selec-
tive markers, which may also mislead if not accompanied
by a comprehensive visualization technique (e.g. brightfield
image of an adjoining section) to indicate nonlabeled tissue
elements.

Histology Preparation

Eyes were accessioned from white, nondiabetic donors
by the Alabama Eye Bank between 1995 and 2012 in
2 tranches.21 Ophthalmic histories were not available. Eyes
with neovascular AMD were largely accessioned before 2006
(the era of anti-anti-vascular endothelial growth factor ther-
apy) and may have received treatments available during that
period. Eyes collected from 1995 to 2010 and not used for
specific studies were retained in fixative. During the period
2011 to 2012, fellow eyes to those collected for an RNA-
sequencing project were retained for histologic evaluation.22

All eyes were preserved in 1% paraformaldehyde and 2.5%
glutaraldehyde in a 0.1M phosphate buffer with an aver-
age death-to-preservation time of 3:49 (range = 0:40–11:40).
Prior to histology, all eyes were subjected to ex vivo imag-
ing with color fundus photography and OCT as described21;
these imaging data are available on the website but are not
reported here.

Macula-wide, full-thickness tissue punches were obtained
with an 8.25 mm diameter trephine (#68825-L; Howard
Instruments, Tuscaloosa, AL, USA). Punches were post-fixed
with osmium tannic acid paraphenylenediamine to high-
light neutral extracellular lipids.23 After embedding in epoxy
resin, tissues were sectioned at 0.8 μm starting at the supe-
rior edge of the punch, as indexed by the microtome counter,
and stained with toluidine blue. One group of sections was
taken at approximately 2 mm from this starting point to
capture the rise of rod density in superior perifovea. Another
group was taken at approximately 4 mm from the top to
capture the rod-free zone, as determined by inspection of
stained preliminary sections. Final sections at each of two
locations (superior and central) were scanned along their
entire length and digitized using image stitching software
(CellSens; Olympus).

https://projectmacula.org/
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TABLE 2. Baseline Characteristics of Donor Eyes

Histologic Diagnosis Donors Age Female, n / % Total Sections Central Superior Locations Locations Per Eye

Unremarkable 54 79.7 ± 9.9 29 / 53.7 97 52 45 1364 25
Early-intermediate AMD 24 82.4 ± 8.5 17 / 70.8 32 23 9 515 22
Geographic atrophy 13 85.4 ± 4.7 9 / 69.2 24 11 13 336 25
Neovascular AMD 41 84.9 ± 7.2 26 / 63.4 77 40 37 1094 27

Histologic Diagnosis

AMD was defined as drusen larger than 125 μm or severe
RPE dysmorphia in the setting of drusen or basal linear
deposit, in both cases, with or without neovascularization
and sequelae. Early to intermediate non-neovascular AMD
was defined as having one druse > 125 μm in width;
GA was defined as absence of a continuous RPE layer
> 250 μm.21 The resulting four diagnostic groups (see
Results) have many samples but are not balanced, due to
how eyes were collected, and because some eyes with GA
(n = 11) and large drusen (n = 9) accessioned during this
period were used for other studies.

Assaying Layer Thicknesses and Phenotypes
Within Macular Topography

AMD deposits and deposit-related progression risk track
the topography of macular photoreceptors, which are radi-
ally organized around the foveal singularity.18,24 High-risk
drusen and BLinD are concentrated in central macula,18,25,26

where foveal cones and Müller glia are numerous. Like rods,
subretinal drusenoid deposit is abundant along an ellipti-
cal ring surrounding the optic nerve head and macula.27 We
accommodated this geometry with tissue sections that are
parallel to a line through the fovea and optic nerve head.
We used a central section that included the rod-free zone of
the fovea, flanked by the nasal and temporal perifovea, and a
superior section that included only superior perifovea. Both
sections were aligned on a vertical line through the foveal
center (Table 2). Analysis was limited to sites ≤ 2.0 mm in
a nasal and temporal direction from this center to account
for variable centration of original tissue punches around the
fovea and to exclude peripapillary locations where BLamD
has a distinct morphology. Central sections were sampled
2.0 mm, 1.5 mm, 1.0 mm, 0.8 mm, 0.6 mm, 0.4 mm, 0.2 mm,
0.1 mm, 0.05 mm, and 0 mm nasal and temporal to the foveal
center (i.e. more locations in the fovea where photorecep-
tor densities exhibit steep gradients). Superior sections were
sampled 2.0 mm, 1.5 mm, 1.0 mm, 0.6 mm, and 0 mm nasal
and temporal to the section center. Because photoreceptor
density gradients are flatter than they are in the fovea, fewer
locations were used.

At each sampled location, RPE, BLamD, and BrM thick-
nesses were measured by one observer (author C.A.C.) with
custom software (“M&A” plug-in, ImageJ28), guided by the
three-layer BrM shown in Figure 1. RPE atrophy was defined
as locations where RPE thickness was 0 in the absence of
tissue preparation artifact. BLamD phenotypes were
assigned by one observer (author C.A.C.). BLamD pheno-
types (to be illustrated in the Results section) were non-
mutually exclusive and selected from a drop-down menu
that included: early, late, thick, basal mounds, and persis-
tent.17 For this report, data generated from these categorical

assessments will be capitalized, and use of these terms
as descriptors will be noncapitalized. Early BLamD was
blue staining “palisades” often resembling fingerprints.17

Late BLamD was dense with multiple scalloped layers that
were concave toward BrM. Thick BLamD was defined as
> 6.2 μm, which represents half the thickness of the average
RPE cell body.29 Late BLamD was defined as dense and
scalloped. BMounds were defined as soft druse material
within BLamD.17 Persistent BLamD was present in the
absence of RPE17 and continuous with other BLamD pheno-
types. RPE phenotypes were independently assigned by two
observers, masked to each other’s grades, according to the
2015 Project Macula RPE classification.21,30 Locations where
RPE thicknesses were 0 in the absence of tissue preparation
artifact were considered RPE atrophy. For topographic
evaluation, Fovea was defined as ≤ 0.6 mm of the foveal
center. Nasal and temporal perifovea was defined as 0.6 to
2.0 mm from the foveal center in the appropriate direction.
Superior perifovea was defined as any location within the
superior section.

Clinically Documented Case

Comprehensive ophthalmic examination, including multi-
modal imaging, was performed during a 9-year follow-up
for a woman of European descent who presented at age
79 years with bilateral AMD. The left eye was used for
this study. Ocular history included bilateral cataract surgery.
Medical history included chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD), gastric cancer, and hypercholesterolemia.
There was a 57 pack-year history of smoking. At presen-
tation, inactive subretinal fibrosis was noted in the right
eye. Nonexudative type 1 MNV manifest as late staining on
fluorescein angiography was present in the left eye. Best-
corrected visual acuity (BCVA) at baseline was 20/50 in the
right eye and 20/25 in the left eye. The first near-infrared
reflectance (NIR) and spectral domain OCT images (Heidel-
berg Spectralis HRA + OCT; Heidelberg Engineering, Heidel-
berg, Germany) were acquired 10 months after presentation
and showed a large shallow irregular RPE elevation (SIRE)
in the left eye without evidence of exudation. During follow-
up, neither eye received treatment for neovascular AMD.
At the last clinical evaluation, OCT showed no evidence of
macular exudation in either eye, and a persistent subfoveal
SIRE in the left eye. BCVA was 20/200 in the right eye and
20/30 in the left eye. Sixteen months later, the patient died of
complications of COPD at age 90 years. Eyes were recovered
6.25 hours after death by personnel of The Eye-Bank for
Sight Restoration (New York, NY, USA), opened anteriorly
by corneal excision, preserved by immersion in 4% phos-
phate buffered paraformaldehyde, and shipped overnight on
wet ice to Birmingham, AL, USA. Descriptions of subretinal
drusenoid deposits and nonexudative type 1 MNV in this eye
have been reported.19,31
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FIGURE 2. Histopathology of basal laminar deposits (BLamD) in age-related macular degeneration (AMD). (A) Normal macula, without
BLamD in a 77-year-old woman, 2000 μm nasal to the foveal center. (B) Patchy early BLamD (yellow asterisk) in a normal macula in
an 88-year-old man, 600 μm nasal. (C) Early (yellow asterisk) and late (red asterisk) BLamD, along with basal linear deposit (fuchsia
arrowhead), in an 85-year-old woman with early to intermediate AMD. Yellow arrowhead, ChC ghost, 400 μm temporal. (D) Thick, contin-
uous early and late BLamD (yellow and red asterisks) in an 88-year-old man with early to intermediate AMD. A thin layer of pre-BLinD
(fuchsia arrowhead) can be observed in this eye. Yellow arrowhead, ChC retraction, 290 μm nasal. (E) Persistent BLamD in the atrophic
zone (yellow asterisks) of a 76-year-old woman with geographic atrophy. Müller glial processes were observed in the sub RPE-BL space.
Note the continuity of BLamD across the border of atrophy, signified by the descent of the external limiting membrane (green arrow-
heads), 400 μm nasal. (F) Persistent BLamD overlying choroidal neovascularization (CNV) in a 91-year-old female. Both early and late
(yellow and red asterisks) BLamD can be observed. Fibrovascular (fv) and fibrocellular (fc) membranes are shown on either side of the
persistent BLamD, 490 μm temporal. INL, inner nuclear layer; HFL, Henle fiber layer; ONL, outer nuclear layer; IS, inner segment; OS,
outer segment; RPE, retinal pigment epithelium; BrM, Bruch’s membrane; ChC, choriocapillaris. Retina is detached from RPE in panels
B to D.

Quantitative Analysis

Data are presented as percentage of eyes affected with
various features. For layer thicknesses, values from differ-
ent locations within the same eye are presented as medi-
ans and interquartile ranges (Excel version 16.38; Microsoft,
Redmond, WA, USA)

RESULTS

Results are based on 3309 sample locations from 132 eyes
(22–27 locations per eye, depending on the diagnostic
group). Donor characteristics are shown in Table 2. In total,
there were 54 normal maculae without AMD, 24 maculae
with early to intermediate AMD, 13 maculae with GA, and
41 maculae with neovascular (NV) AMD.

Basal Laminar Deposit in AMD

Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate that the range of BLamD
forms originally described by the Sarks are also visible in
our material.17 Early BLamD in normal, aged eyes usually
appeared thin and patchy (see Fig. 2B). By contrast, all

AMD eyes had extensive BLamD, which often included
thick, continuous stretches of early BLamD underneath
the fovea. BLamD sometimes took on a multilaminated
appearance with early BLamD overlaid by thick, scalloped-
appearing late BLamD (Fig. 2C, 2D). Although related
to the RPE basal lamina, BLamD may persist even after
RPE atrophy. This persistent BLamD was the predomi-
nant form of BLamD in GA (see Fig. 2E) and MA of
NV AMD (see Fig. 2F). Of importance to a dysregulated
transport model of AMD progression, Figures 2 and 3
also show many examples of choriocapillaris endothelium
degeneration, including retraction and disappearance of
endothelium from the arches of BrM intercapillary pillars
(“ghosts”).32–34

Another notable feature of BLamD was the presence of
BMounds (see Fig. 3). These accumulations of soft druse
material (lipoprotein-derived debris) within BLamD were
common in eyes with AMD (see Fig. 3). They differ from
drusen and BLinD by their location. BMounds, like BLamD,
are internal to the basal lamina of the RPE cell, whereas
drusen and BLinD are external to it (see Fig. 3A). BMounds
appeared as solitary excrescences (see Fig. 3B) or as a
semicontinuous horizontal layer at the base of BLamD (see
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FIGURE 3. Histopathology of basal mounds (BMounds) in age-related macular degeneration (AMD). (A) BMounds (red asterisk) are internal
to the RPE basal lamina (yellow arrowhead) whereas drusen (d) are external to it, in a 76-year-old woman with early to intermediate AMD,
200 μm nasal. (B) BMounds (red asterisk) may appear as focal mound-like excrescences, in a 95-year-old man with early to intermediate
AMD, 400 μm nasal. (C) BMounds (red asterisk) may form a semicontinuous layer of lipoprotein rich material within the BLamD. Pigmented
cells of RPE origin can be observed in the retina and subretinal space (red arrowheads). Yellow arrowheads, retracted ChC and ghosts, in
an 83-year-old woman with outer retinal atrophy, 1500 μm nasal. (D) BMounds can become quite large (red asterisk) and include complex
features, such as internal structure (fuchsia arrowhead) and non-nucleated granule aggregates shed from RPE (orange arrowhead) in an
85-year-old woman with early to intermediate AMD, 1500 μm temporal. (E) Much like drusen, BMounds (red asterisk) may become calcified
(blue arrowhead) in a 96-year-old woman with early to intermediate AMD, 2000 μm temporal. HFL, Henle fiber layer; ONL, outer nuclear
layer; HFL/ONL, dyslamination of HFL and ONL; IS, inner segment; RPE, retinal pigment epithelium; BLamD, basal laminar deposit; BrM,
Bruch’s membrane; Ch, choroid; ChC, choriocapillaris. Green arrowhead, external limiting membrane. SDD, subretinal drusenoid deposits;
Retina is detached from RPE in panels A to D.

Fig. 3C). Like soft drusen, BMounds also exhibited calcifi-
cation (see Fig. 3E). Notably Bmounds sequestered granule
aggregates shed from the RPE (see Fig. 3D).

Measurements of BLamD reinforce its omnipresence in
AMD (Fig. 4; see Fig. 5). Although the majority (74.1%) of
normal eyes had some BLamD, it was patchy and encoun-
tered in only 24% of sampled locations. All eyes with early
to intermediate AMD and 97.6% (40/41) of eyes with NV
AMD had some BLamD, and when present, it was encoun-
tered frequently (% of sampled locations: early to interme-
diate = 80.6%, GA = 84.8%, and NV = 71.0%; see Fig. 4).
As shown in Figure 5 and Table 2, median BLamD thickness
was 0.3 μm in normal eyes, whereas it was 5.5 μm in early
to intermediate, 4.1 μm in GA, and 5.5 μm in NV. Eyes with
higher degrees of RPE dysmorphia displayed thick BLamD
(Table 3).

In eyes with AMD, BLamD was widely distributed
across all assessed locations, and the subtypes indicative
of progression,17 thick BLamD, late BLamD, and BMounds,
were highest under the fovea (Fig. 6). Of interest, because
epidemiologic studies have shown that high-risk drusen
cluster under the fovea, we found that BMounds, which
contain soft drusen material, are frequent in this region in
normal eyes and infrequent in other regions (Fig. 6).

The RPE-BL/Bruch’s Membrane Complex

In non-atrophic locations (locations with non-zero RPE
thickness), normal, early to intermediate, GA, and NV eyes
had similarly thick layer of RPE cell bodies (12.5 μm,
11.2 μm, 12.7 μm, and 13.6 μm, respectively; see
Fig. 5; Table 4). As AMD progresses, the distribution of
RPE cell body morphologies shifts toward abnormal (Fig. 7;
Supplementary Table S1). Neovascular AMD eyes contained
thin BrM (3.5 μm), compared to normal (4.2 μm), early to
intermediate AMD (4.4 μm), and GA eyes (4.2 μm; see Fig. 5;
Table 4).

Because the RPE-BL complex is indivisible by spectral
domain and swept source OCT, we measured the thickness
of the RPE-BL complex in areas where the RPE was present
(Fig. 5; Table 4; normal = 13.7 μm [12.5–14.9], early to inter-
mediate = 16.8 μm [15.0–19.8], GA = 17.4 μm [15.4–21.8],
and NV = 18.7 μm [15.3–23.2]). When all locations were
sampled, this complex was thin in advanced disease rela-
tive to early to intermediate AMD due to large areas of RPE
atrophy. It was not zero, due to large areas of persistent
BLamD. To assess the distance between the RPE cell bodies
and choriocapillaris endothelium, the thickness of BLamD
plus BrMwas computed. This thickness was 4.4 μm in normal
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FIGURE 4. Basal laminar deposit (BLamD) is ubiquitous in age-related macular degeneration (AMD). At predefined locations in the fovea and
perifovea, the presence of BLamD was assayed (19–38 locations per eye) and morphologic phenotype defined. (A) Most aged eyes had at
least one location with BLamD. (B) When locations are systematically sampled, BLamD is more commonly encountered in AMD. (C) BLamD
phenotypes shift along different diagnostic classes of AMD. Although a feature of normal aging, early BLamD considerably accumulates in
early to intermediate AMD and geographic atrophy (GA). Thick BLamD (defined as BLamD half as thick as the average RPE cell [> 6.2 μm])
and late BLamD were associated with the transition to early-intermediate AMD. Basal mounds—drusen-like accumulations of lipid within
BLamD—were likewise more common in eyes with AMD. Persistent BLamD are found in areas of atrophy and represent a predominant
form of BLamD in GA and neovascular AMD.

FIGURE 5. Thickness of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), basal laminar deposit (BLamD), and Bruch’s membrane (BrM) in different
stages of age-related macular degeneration (AMD). At predefined locations in the fovea and perifovea, RPE, BLamD, and BrM were assayed
(19–38 locations per eye). Only nonzero RPE measurements were included. Measurements within the same eye were averaged, and each
eye was ranked. Data represent median and interquartile range of the rank list. (A) RPE cell body thicknesses were similar between groups
with more variability in advanced disease. (B) Eyes with AMD strikingly accumulate BLamD compared to eyes without disease. (C) The
interquartile range of BrM thicknesses was thin in neovascular AMD (3.1–4.0), relative to normal (4.1–4.8), and early to intermediate AMD
(4.0–4.6). (D) The median RPE + BLamD was 3 to 5 μm greater in AMD eyes relative to normal eyes. The thickening of the RPE-basal
lamina/BrM complex in AMD is largely driven by the addition and expansion of BLamD.
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FIGURE 6. Topography of basal laminar deposit (BLamD) phenotypes. At predefined locations in the fovea and perifovea, the presence of
any BLamD, early BLamD, late BLamD, thick BLamD, basal mounds, and persistent BLamD was assayed. Fovea and regions of perifovea was
defined as described in the Methods section. Thick BLamD was defined as > 6.2 μm (half the thickness of the average RPE cell body).39

Data are normalized to the most commonly encountered location for each diagnostic category. (A, B) In eyes with AMD, BLamD and early
BLamD was widespread. (C, D) Late and thick BLamD are specific for AMD and frequently accumulate under the fovea. (E) Basal mounds
cluster subfoveally, even in normal eyes.

eye and in AMD eyes (9.9, 8.1, and 7.6 μm for early to inter-
mediate, GA, and NV eyes, respectively). These values repre-
sent lower bounds for this distance in vivo, which includes
contents of the sub-RPE-BL space (e.g. drusen and fluid) as
well.

Clinicopathologic Correlation

Figure 8 shows a multiscale clinicopathologic correlation
of BLamD in a clinically documented eye with subfoveal
nonexudative type 1 MNV. In vivo OCT B-scan acquired
16 months before the patient’s death shows a large, central,
SIRE and a split RPE-BL-BrM complex (“double-layer sign”;
on the left, see Fig. 8A). By histology, we found that the SIRE
on OCT B-scan corresponded to type 1 MNV (see Fig. 8B)
with BLamD and a thin BrM, as well as a continuous and
thick ellipsoid zone (see Figs. 8G, 8H). The split RPE-BL-
BrM complex (see Fig. 8B) corresponded to a very thick
BLamD and short photoreceptors (see Figs. 8E, 8F), with-
out MNV. Areas without RPE elevation (see Fig. 8B) were
seen to correspond to a continuous RPE layer with very thin

BLamD and intact ELM (see Figs. 8C, 8D). Additionally, the
hyper-reflective RPE-BrM band on OCT B-scan is noticeably
thicker in both areas with RPE elevations due to thick late
BLamD (see Figs. 8E–H).

DISCUSSION

We provide a systematic and comprehensive histopathologic
examination of the presence, morphology, thickness, and
topography of BLamD across AMD stages, including normal
aged eyes. Like the Sarks17 we showed that central macula
accumulates BLamD. By also examining nonfoveal regions
we refined the relationship of BLamD with the neural retina.
BLamD is the main contributor to thickening of the RPE-BL-
BrM complex in AMD (aside from sub-RPE-BL material like
drusen). Further, we show that BLamD, when thick, is visible
in vivo with OCT in AMD. Our data can help refine models
of pathogenesis and impact interpretation of preclinical data
and clinical OCT.

Our data suggest that thickness of the RPE-BL complex in
AMD is driven by the accumulation of BLamD. In contrast,
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TABLE 4. Components of the Retinal Pigment Epithelium (RPE)-Basal Lamina-Bruch’s Membrane (BrM) Complex

Unremarkable Early to Intermediate AMD Geographic Atrophy Neovascular AMD

All RPE measurements
RPE thickness 12.5 (11.8, 14) 10.9 (10.0, 13.1) 7.1 (5.9, 8.7) 6.2 (3.1, 9.8)
BLamD thickness 0.3 (0, 1.1) 5.5 (3.1, 8.6) 4.1 (3.6, 7.0) 5.5 (3.1, 8.6)
BrM thickness 4.2 (3.7, 4.6) 4.4 (4.1, 4.8) 4.2 (4.0, 4.6) 3.5 (2.9, 3.9)
RPE + BLamD thickness 13.7 (12.5, 14.9) 16.4 (15.0, 20.1) 12.2 (9.7, 14.5) 10.7 (6.7, 16.8)
BLamD + BrM thickness 4.7 (4.1, 5.1) 9.9 (7.4, 13.4) 8.1 (7.1, 10.4) 7.6 (6.3, 11.6)

Excluding atrophy
RPE thickness 12.5 (11.8, 14) 11.2 (10.0, 13.1) 12.7 (10.9, 13.1) 13.6 (11.4, 16.9)
BLamD thickness 0.3 (0, 1.1) 5.5 (3.0, 7.8) 4.1 (3.0, 8.3) 5.3 (2.9, 7.2)
BrM thickness 4.2 (3.7, 4.6) 4.4 (4.1, 4.8) 4.2 (3.5, 4.6) 3.6 (3.1, 4.0)
RPE + BLamD thickness 13.7 (12.5, 14.9) 16.8 (15.0, 19.8) 17.4 (15.4, 21.8) 18.7 (15.3, 23.2)
BLamD + BrM thickness 4.7 (4.1, 5.1) 9.9 (7.4, 12.8) 8.1 (7.4, 10.6) 9.1 (6.8, 11.3)

At predefined locations in the fovea and perifovea, thicknesses of the RPE, BLamD, and BrM were assayed (19–38 locations per eye),
units are μm.

Areas of atrophy, defined as areas where RPE = 0, were either excluded or included.
Measurements within the same eye were averaged, and each eye was ranked.
Data represent median and interquartile range of the rank list.

FIGURE 7. Phenotypes of retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) morphology in different stages of age-related macular degeneration (AMD). At
predefined locations in the fovea and perifovea, RPE phenotypes were determined using the Project MACULA RPE grading system. Data
represent percentage of measurements with a given phenotype, with degree of pathology increasing down the y axis. RPE appears more
dysmorphic in early-intermediate AMD than in unremarkable eyes. Eyes with geographic atrophy and neovascular AMD have few RPE cells
with normal architecture. Legend: black bars, epithelial; white bars, atrophic; grey bars, nonepithelial.

the three-layer BrM maintains its thickness except in NV
AMD, where it thins (see Fig. 5). This thinning is accom-
panied by breakthroughs of pre-NV buds to form type 1
MNV.19,35,36 To definitively separate BLamD from BrM over
a wide area, we studied many eyes with high-resolution and
high-magnification tissue visualization techniques. Previous
major surveys (> 100 eyes) of age-related macular pathology
used light microscopy of paraffin embedded tissue supple-
mented by transmission electron microscopy of small tissue
blocks.16,17,37–39 Other large surveys utilizing immunohis-
tochemistry provided essential information about chorio-
capillaris degeneration,40,41 of relevance to our model of
AMD deposit formation (see below). W.R. Green consid-
ered BLamD part of BrM.16 The Rotterdam group showed
age-related accumulation of BLamD and prominent banded
type VI collagen (n = 145).29,39 Chong et al. reported thick-
ness and foveal discontinuity of BrM elastic layer by electron
microscopy (n = 121) but did not report BLamD or total BrM
thickness.42 Studies that report thickening of the RPE band
or BrM in AMD may also include BLamD in their measure-
ments and should thus be interpreted cautiously.

Our findings reaffirm that BLamD is a key histologic
feature of AMD11,29,38,43–46 first found in 1976 when S.H.

Sarks categorized AMD severity by BLamD presence and
abundance in paraffin histology.37 Although thin and patchy
BLamD are common in aged eyes,47 BLamD in AMD is
continuous (see Fig. 2), frequent (see Fig. 4), and thick
(see Fig. 5). Certain BLamD phenotypes are markers of
severe RPE pathology. According to the Sarks’ clinicopatho-
logic correlations, both thick and late BLamD were associ-
ated with vision loss.17 In normal eyes, we never encoun-
tered late BLamD, and thick BLamD was graded in < 5%
of locations (see Fig. 3). By contrast, BLamD thickness
ranged up to 20 μm when underlying highly dysmorphic
RPE (see Table 3). Late and thick BLamD are ultrastruc-
turally distinct from early BLamD as well as more volumi-
nous. Our current data do not resolve whether these two
effects are due to altered contents, remodeling, or both. As
elaborated below, evidence for altered and indeed regulated
contents are the orderly and stereotypic structure of BLamD
and the continuance of a thin native RPE-BL where RPE is
present. Evidence for remodeling is the involvement of the
TIMP3 gene.45,48 Interestingly, median BLamD thickness in
early to intermediate, GA, and NV AMD eyes (see Fig. 5) was
5.5 μm, 4.1 μm, and 5.3 μm, respectively. Because RPE
produces and maintains BLamD components (e.g. fibulin
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FIGURE 8. Clinicopathologic correlation of BLamD, compared to type 1 MNV. (A) Optical coherence tomography (OCT) B-scan 16 months
before patient death shows a large, central, shallow irregular RPE elevation (SIRE; red arrowheads), and a split RPE-BL-BrM complex
or “double-layer sign” on the left (yellow arrowheads). Green, yellow, and red frames are magnified in panels C, E, and G, respectively.
(B) Panoramic view of histology shows type 1 macular neovascularization (MNV; red arrowheads), and a thick basal laminar deposit
(BLamD; yellow arrowhead), exactly corresponding with the OCT B-scan. Green, yellow, and red frames are magnified in panel D, F, and
H, respectively. (C) Magnified OCT B-scan shows an area without RPE-BL elevation. The ELM is visible on the left side. The EZ band is not
continuous. (D) Magnified histologic image shows a continuous RPE layer with very thin BLamD (yellow asterisk), intact ELM, and dyslaminate
ONL-HFL. (E) Magnified OCT B-scan shows an area with a split RPE-BL-BrM complex. The hyper-reflective RPE band is noticeably thicker,
with a thin hyporeflective band between it and Bruch’s membrane. The ELM is detectable. An EZ band is not discernible. (F) Magnified
histologic image shows a continuous RPE layer and short photoreceptors (PRs). A very thick layer of BLamD, including early (yellow asterisk)
and late (red asterisk) forms can be observed underneath the RPE. (G) Magnified OCT B-scan shows an area with a SIRE. The RPE-BL band
is thickened and the EZ band is continuous and thick. (H) Magnified histologic image shows type 1 MNV between RPE with BLamD and a
thin BrM. IPL, inner plexiform layer; INL, inner nuclear layer; OPL, outer plexiform layer; HFL, Henle fiber layer; ONL, outer nuclear layer;
ELM, external limiting membrane; EZ, ellipsoid zone; RPE, retinal pigment epithelium; BL, basal lamina; BrM, Bruch’s membrane; IS, inner
segment; OS, outer segment; ChC, choriocapillaris. Scale bar in D applies to D, F, and H.

3),49,50 a certain level of RPE functionality is needed to
synthesize and maintain BLamD, as suggested for drusen51

and subretinal drusenoid deposits (SDDs).31 In areas of long-
standing RPE atrophy, BLamD persists and looks ragged (see
Fig. 2),52 consistent with a loss of maintenance.

Within BLamD, we observed BMounds (see Fig. 3).48,53

These drusen-like structures contain cholesterol-rich mate-
rial (Figs. 3F–3H of reference 54) and uniquely exist in
BLamD itself rather than in the sub-RPE-BL space (see
Fig. 1). The forerunner of BMounds (and drusen) is electron-
dense lipid-rich material seen within BLamD and located
internal to the thin native RPE-BL (Figs. 2 and 4 of refer-
ence 48 Figs. 3 and 4 of reference 45, and Figs. 1–4 of refer-
ence 17) This material was attributed to lipoprotein parti-
cles rather than degenerating basal infoldings due to the
high electron density relative to adjacent cell membranes
and actual particles seen in well-preserved human speci-
mens45 as well as in mouse models.55 Appearing as focal
elevations, continuous swaths, or complex structures with
calcification (see Fig. 3), BMounds’ ultrastructure, morphol-

ogy, and inferred lifecycle suggests a similar pathophysiol-
ogy to soft drusen. Whether drusen or BMounds form may
depend on whether BrM or BLamD is the proximal lipid-
retentive structure, respectively. BMounds can appear along-
side drusen, or they may constitute the primary form of
lipoprotein-rich debris in some patients, according to the
Sarks. In “drusen-independent AMD,” patients present at
older ages with greater vision loss but a lower risk for type
1 MNV compared to patients with drusen.17 Future stud-
ies with advanced OCT may address whether BMounds are
distinguishable from dome-shaped soft drusen.

Our study examined the spatial topography of BLamD,
finding that the advanced phenotypes (thick, late, and
BMounds) are most common in the foveal region (see
Fig. 6). Hypothesizing that deposit formation has a cellu-
lar basis in neurosensory retina, we used a coordinate
system anchored on the rod-free zone to study lesion
topography.56,57 High-risk drusen and BLinD concentrate
in the central subfield of the Early Treatment Diabetic
Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) grid and fall off sharply within
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1.5 mm eccentricity.25,26,58,59 The subfoveal predilection of
BMounds in normal eyes supports Sarks’ hypothesis that
BLamD is a major contributor to drusen accumulation,15,17

as follows. The best supported model of drusen forma-
tion suggests a lifelong release of lipoproteins by the RPE
to offload unneeded lipids to the circulation. It is further
proposed that a major source of these unneeded lipids is
plasma HDL that deliver xanthophyll carotenoids destined
for foveal Muller glia and cones.60 Our data support a model
in which a dysfunctional barrier due to aging BrM and chori-
ocapillaris sequesters lipids first in BrM, then the sub-RPE-
BL space (drusen),61 and then in BLamD as BMounds. In
contrast, SDD in AMD track rod photoreceptor topography,
and in these regions BLamD was reported as thinner than it
is in areas with BLinD (4.2 vs. 6.3 μm).18 Our current data do
not allow us to refine the topographic relationship of BLamD
with SDD, because we did not sample areas with the highest
rod densities (3–5 mm eccentricity).

BLamD accumulation may have a genetic basis. Some
AMD risk alleles code for extracellular matrix proteins62

found in BLamD: complement factors, EFEMP, C1QTNF5,
and TIMP3.13,14,63,64 Alterations to these proteins result
in early onset maculopathies with thick BLamD, drusen,
BrM pathology, and atrophic and NV complications. These
include Sorsby fundus dystrophy (TIMP3),14,65 late-onset
retinal degeneration (C1QTNF5) ,66,67 Malattia Leventinese/
Doyne’s honeycomb retinal dystrophy (EFEMP1),50,68,69

dense deposit disease / membranoproliferative glomeru-
lonephritis type II (C3 / CFH),70,71 and possibly Martinique
crinkled retinal pigment epitheliopathy (MAPKAP3).72–74

These genes are distinct from those impacting the three-layer
BrM (pseudoxanthoma elasticum, ABCC6).75

BLamD in AMD and C1QTNF5 disease contain
histochemically- and ultrastructurally-identified lipid and
apolipoprotein B immunoreactivity, thus implicating BLamD
as a lipid retentive matrix.45,54,76 Some mouse strains exhibit
thin BLamD, and, to date, only models involving the genes
listed above have thick BLamD.66,77 Aged monkeys may
naturally exhibit soft drusen, but lack BLamD and do not
progress to atrophy or NV,78 suggesting that BLamD is
required for drusen that progress. Indeed, BLamD may
share some of the pathophysiology postulated for drusen,
with important differences. Our data show that, on aver-
age, BLamD doubles the diffusion distance between the
RPE and choriocapillaris relative to three-layer BrM alone
(see Table 4). Modification of lipoproteins resulting in
pro-inflammatory lipids may also occur in thick BLamD,
especially if BMounds are present.

BLamD’s basement membrane (BM)-like qualities may
also serve protective functions, similar to BM hypertrophy
in other diseases (e.g. alveolar BM in asthma79 and glomeru-
lar BM in nephropathy80). BLamD may protect the RPE and
outer retina from pro-inflammatory drusen and BLinD.81

Persistent BLamD may serve as a scaffold onto which RPE
can migrate, adhere to, and repopulate focal areas of atro-
phy.82 In NV AMD, BLamDmay tamponade type 1 MNV from
breaking through RPE and reaching the outer retina (see
Fig. 2), a role distinct from drusen material, which acts as a
cleavage plane allowing vascular expansion. An open ques-
tion is whether BLamD shares anti-angiogenic properties
of native BMs via endorepellin domain of heparan sulfate
proteoglycans and type 18 collagen.9,83

We directly showed with histology of a clinically docu-
mented eye that BLamD can be visible and differentiable
from type 1 MNV on OCT. A very thick BLamD appeared

as a split RPE-BL-BrM complex or “double-layer sign” (i.e. a
thick, uniform hyperreflective band with a thin hyporeflec-
tive band separating it from BrM; Fig. 8). In contrast, type
1 MNV in the same eye appeared as a SIRE with heteroge-
neously reflective material between it and BrM.19,84 Distin-
guishing a SIRE from thick BLamD may be important in
assessing an eye’s risk for conversion to exudative MNV.19

Our observations overall expand the set of OCT signa-
tures attributed to BLamD. Thick BLamD accounts for “split-
ting of the fourth hyper-reflective band” in areas of rapidly
progressive GA85 and some inherited retinopathies.67,73,86,87

In areas of RPE atrophy in AMD, persistent BLamD may
appear as an undulating hyper-reflective line (“outer reti-
nal corrugations52 and “plateau”88). The reflectivity of persis-
tent BLamD is attributed to the loss of RPE shadowing and
altered BLamD composition (due to loss of RPE mainte-
nance, see above). Persistent BLamD has been erroneously
considered the outer plexiform layer by some authors, possi-
bly contributing to a false impression of viable photorecep-
tors in atrophic areas.89,90 Thus, we encourage developers
of automated OCT segmentation strategies91 and nomencla-
tures92,93 to incorporate the presence of BLamD, especially
in atrophy. Further, because the fourth hyper-reflective outer
retinal band of the consensus lexicon correlates to the RPE-
BL-BrM complex94 (see Fig. 1), the nomenclature for normal
eyes should also be updated to include the RPE-BL; we have
suggested the term RBB.95

Our study has strengths: near-ultrastructural resolution
over a wide area, unbiased sampling, large sample size,
donor tissue with short death-to-preservation time, quanti-
tative layer segmentation, attention to retinal topography,
and methods to preserve extracellular lipids. Limitations
include under-representation of intermediate AMD eyes with
large drusen, under-representation of retinal regions where
SDD is abundant, lack of molecular identifications due to
glutaraldehyde fixation, artifactual tissue detachments, and
the subjective nature of histology. Open questions requiring
future electron microscopic analysis are the fate of RPE basal
infoldings, a fourth reflective band component (see Fig. 1),
and whether native RPE-BL is part of persistent BLamD in
areas lacking RPE. Nevertheless, our data lend support to
concepts worthy of further testing (i.e. that BLamD thick-
ness and phenotype vary across AMD stages, RPE pheno-
type, and retinal location, and that thickness of the three-
layer BrM is stable except in NV). We found that the addi-
tion and expansion of BLamD accumulation is an important
histopathologic change to the RPE-BL-BrM complex during
the transition to AMD. BLamD’s omnipresence and subfoveal
abundance suggests important roles in AMD progression,
including promoting high-risk drusen and protecting from
exudation. Finally, we show that BLamD is directly visible in
vivo via OCT. This capability can enhance interpretation of
clinical imaging for differential diagnosis and guide ongo-
ing studies of AMD natural history in genotyped patients
(NCT04112667 [ALSTAR2], NCT03349801 [MACUSTAR], and
NCT03092492 [ARIS]).
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